
COPY, IMAGE AND 
FORMATTING 
GUIDANCE FOR 
TOUR OPERATORS 
ANOTHER WORLD ADVENTURES 



You may upload and use a maximum of 12 web-optimised images per trip page  

When preparing images to add to the Another World Adventures website please ensure

they meet the following conditions: 

MEDIA IMAGES

 
+44 (0)207 097 1734 

info@anotherworldadventures.com

If you are copying text from your own website or documents, clear text of any

formatting before adding it to the content boxes (pasting as plain text) and then

reformat according to these guidelines. 

Ensure any reference to your company or company contact details is removed from

the trip copy.  

Write copy in the second or third person. Do not write copy in the first person (i.e.

never say ‘we’, 'our').  

Keep sentences and paragraphs short. 

Use bullet points and numbering to help website users find the information they are

looking for quickly and easily.  

Do not use italics or write words in capital letters. 

Use H4 to create headings / sub-headings rather than bold text. 

ADVENTURE HOLIDAY TRIP COPY 

IMAGE FORMAT: Save and upload images as jpgs (not png or gifs or other image      

formats) 

IMAGE SIZE: All images should be compressed to a maximum of 70% jpg compression 

and if you have the ability to save as ‘progressive’ when saving jpgs please choose that 

option to optimise for the web.

FEATURED IMAGE: This should measure 1600px by 545px and be no larger than 300kb

ALL OTHER IMAGES: You should also upload up to 12 images that measure 888px by 

545px and be no larger than 100kb. 

PHOTO TITLES & FILE NAMES: Ensure no information about your company is included 

in the file name or photo title. The photo title should be the same as the trip title and 

either numbered or given an additional description to distinguish between each one 

i.e ‘Arctic Escape 1,2,3’ etc , or ‘Arctic Escape – Arctic Fox’ 

IMAGE LICENSING: Tour operators are responsible for ensuring that they have the 

relevant license or permission to upload and use images on the Another World 

Adventures website. Tour operators are fully responsible for the payment of any fines 

incurred by Another World Adventures Ltd for unauthorised use of  images which 

have been uploaded by tour operators without the correct license or permission from 

the photographer/photo owner. If image credits are required they must be included in 

the photo title and embedded into the image in the bottom right-hand corner prior 

to upload.   


